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Frosh Eleven To Meet "Biddies" In Second Game Of Season
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NEELYMEN DRILL FOR CAROLINA TILT
Tigers Set To
Avenge Last
Year's Loss

Order Of The C

Last Week's Announced Plans
Become More Detailed

Clemson Seeks to Break Jinx
of Past Three Years

DAIRY FEATURED

RIVALS SINCE 1896
Despite the fact that Neely's Purple and Gold eleven has won a
single game out of four, the scores
turned in and the caliber of the
teams played show that Clemson
has the best team of recent years,
and one of the best football machines in the south.
NEELY WORKS TIGERS
While Carolina has been busying
herself getting in readiness for the
Citadel game which came off at the
Orangeburg County Fair at noon
today, Jess 'Neely has "been putting
hie warriors through a few,; light
(Continued on page seven)

PROF. WILLIS SPEAKS
AT TEXTILE MEETING
Textile School Deans to Meet
in Greenville Next April
The Deans of the American Textile Schools have closed a most successful meeting at Atlantic City,
N. J. This meeting was sponsored
hy the Textile Foundation and was
called to order by Mr. Edward T.
Pickard, secretary and assistant
treasurer of the foundation, who
then turned the meeting over to Mr.
F. M. Feiker, who presided, during
the two-day session. Mr. Feiker recently made a survey of textile education in the 'United States for the
Textile Foundation.
(Continued on page seven)

By Their Words
When using a slide rule to work
out a problem, work the problem
five or more times the number of
times it takes you to get the same
answer twice, and if you get the
same answer you get when worKlng
it dut with pencil and paper you
may be right.
—Brown

l#

I don't know whether .Sally folds
her fans like that or not.
—Sherman

'*

If you had to think to keep your
heart beating you would die.
—Brearley

1*

Life's too short to worry about
such things.
—Lippincott

1

Plan Announced
For Program Of
Agriculture Fair

(Ed. Note: In each issue
during football season THE
TIGER will run the name of
best blockers. Coach Neely is
to pick the man or men after
each game.)
DIMINUTIVE BILL D1LLARD, the bouncing ball from
Six Mile, is awarded the "Order of the C", along with
"Slick'.' McCown, for^ outstanding blocking in the Kentucky
tilt last Saturday,
In addition to "taking out"
opponents when his teammates
carried the ovali Dillard gave
an excellent demonstration of
ball-"toting" himself.

Microbe Seekers
Work At Wis. U.

Further development in the plans
for the Fall Festival of the School
of Agriculture indicates that there
are to be interesting displays. The
Dairy department officials have announced their exhibit to consist of
a display of-several of the little
known products made in the dairy
industry such as billiard: balls, imitation ivory, comibs and brushes.
FOREIGN CHKEC'S DISPLAY
Along with these products there
will be a display of cheeses and
butters from Holland, and Switzerland. There is also to be a placard
(Continued on page eight)

LAST MINUTE FLASH!!!
CLEMSON1TES TO ENTER
CAROLINA GAME GRATIS
Clemson students will be admitted to the Clemson-Carolina
game in Columbia next Thursday free of charge, according to
a statement made by the Business Manager's office a few minutes before THE TIGER goes
to press.
All students must be in unif'oim, cr have other means of
identification.
Clemsonites will
be required to enter through
Gate 4; Sections 26 and 27 up
through Row 28 have been reserved.
It is reported that students
from both Clemson and Carolinawill be required to pay for admission to the Fair grounds;
President E. W. Sikes: has requested that Clemson students in
uniform be admitted to the Fair
grounds without a ticket, as was
customary prior to 1933.
No
further information is available at press time

"Cheerleader" Bowie Hands Cops
Pep Talk Despite Bumping Knees

Pretty Germaine Guenot, French
exchange student from the iSorbonne to Temple University, has been
wide-eyed ever since she landed in
America la6t fall.
"BIT THEY SELL (DRUGS"
The Temple University News set
out to find what most amazed her
about this country. Without Hesitation she said:
"Oh, the drug stores, they are so
amusing! In France we have drug
stores, also, but they sell drugs."

Varsity In
Bird Tilt
Baby Bengals to Anti-Climax
Clemson-Carolina Feud
PASSING IMPROVES
Next Wednesday afternoon Bott
Jones' frosh grid aggregation tackles a first-year outfit from Soutk
Carolina in Columbia.
This encounter will come as a prelim to
the annual Clemson-Carolina battle
Thursday at noon.
IMPROVED SINCE GAME
Since the E'rskine tilt the "ratshave come a long way up the ladder
of perfection, and seem determined
to "go id town" in their contest
with the ^BiddiesIn recent..practices "Ripper" Page
of Woodrujff has shown some fine
(Continued on page eight)

Roman Plays At
Big Frat Dance SEXTET iNUNIORS
PROMINENT
Affair Draws
ON CAMPUS PREDICT Inter-Fraternity
TAPPEDJY PHI PSI
Many to Local Fieldhouse"
Ballard, Lyons, McCarter, DuWIN OVER CAROL

OPENS FORMAL SEASON
Rambling
TIGER
Reporter
Lists Views on Annual
The Inter-fraternity Hop, the first
Thousands of Specimens ExEncounter
formal Clemson social affair of the
amined by Western
1934-3 5 season went over smoothly
Germ Searchers
Head Coach Neely: It'll be an last Friday evening with Joe Roawfully hard game, the hardest we man's Pennsylvanian6 dishing out
RESULTS ARE NOTED
will play.
the musical scores.
President Sikes: It is the biggest
NOVELTIES POPULAR
One-third of a million specimens social, athletic, industrial, agriculiSeveral novelty numbers by the
suspected of disease have been ex- tural, and political event of the drummer and trombonist were reamined by Wisconsin's microbe year in South Carolina.
ceived with no little enthusiasm,
hunters in the last two and a half
Colonel West: The psychology of and when morn rolled around a
years, it was revealed in a report our team is for victory this year, score of "jig-timers" emerged reto Dr. Glenn Frank, president of and they'll win if they play as a luctantly from the gayly streamered
the University of Wisconsin, by Dr. team.
fieldhouse.
jW. D. Stovall, director of the cen(Continued on page eight)
(Continued on page eight)
tral laboratory.
WORK IS EXTENSIVE
The microbe hunters are the
scientists who make up the personnel of the state laboratory of hygiene at the university and its eight
branch laboratories throughout the
state.
BY H. S. ASHMORE
ed to hum, fondle, and hurtle.

TEMPLE COED AWED AT
DRUGLESS DRUG STORES

Cubs Before

Lieutenant Bowie was hurrying homeward. Perhaps hurrying isn't exactly the word since
Lt. Bowie was traveling via an
ancient Ford that had long
since earned its retirement.
Rather, we'll say he was moving toward Clemson. The night
was dark, the hour late, and
the fog thick. He had not a
worry as he hurtled through
the night, humming "Fight,
Tigers, Fight" and gently fondling his block "C".
The lights of Easley loomed
in the fog, came alongside, vanished. The Lieutenant continu-

Pleasant thoughts of a possible
captaincy and the rhythmic
clank of the motor soothed him.
With startling abruptness the
clanking stopped. So did the
thoughts, and a moment later
the Ford, not to be outdone,
stopped too. Bowie found himself stranded in the middle of
a fog that would have done
credit to London or the Seneca
River bottoms. He really dia
not have much trouble finding
himself; the fog wasn't that
thick.
He swore softly, dismounted,
(Continued on page two)

vall, Roach, Langston
Are Pledged
A sextet of outstanding juniors
majoring in textiles were pledged
to the Iota chapter of Phi Psi, national honorary textile fraternity, at
a meeting of the organization held
Monday afternoon.
The six pledges are: E. H. McCarter, J. C. Ballard, R. A. Lyons,
L. S. Duvall, T. B. Roach, and P.
Q. .Langston.
PLEDGES WEAR SHUTTLES
The initiates began the wearing
of the symbolic shuttle this morn(Continued on page eight)

AVOID SNAP COURSES,
BE POLITICAL MINDED
SAYS JUSTICE F. STONE
In an interview published in the
Yale Daily News, Justice Harlan
F. Stone of the United States'-Supreme Court, urged all college students to avoid snap courses and
extra curricular activities which
have no relation to student work.
SAYS GO POLITICAL
"Get interested in your local political organization", he said, however, "and show that you have an
interest in what the members are
doing. Then, later on, if you are
successful in one line of endeavor,
you may be able to get into the
national field."
He told the students they ought
to do a great deal of reading in
subjects "which throw light on
trends of modern movements."
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"CHEERLEADER" BOWIE GIVES COPS PEP
TALK AS ARM OF LAW REACHES FOR HIM
(Continued from page one)

//

and surveyed his unwilling
steed. Knowing that the battery wasn't exactly virile, he
decided to work in the dark.
With his mechanical knowledge,
it didn't matter much, anyway.
He felt pretty good about it
until he happened to rest his
arm against the manifold. He
swore
loudly, squared
his
shoulders, and went to work.
Just as he had arrived at
thai point where he couldn't
quite decide whether to break
out all the windows or to burn
the entire vehicle something
distinctly unusual happened.
He felt a hand grip his shoulder, and, turning, saw an arm
reaching out of the fog. As
far as he could see the arm
didn't have any body attached
to it.
Before he could utter
a single "Omigawd" an uncouth voice spoke. It said,
simply,
"Wotinellareyoudoinhere?"
Before he could answer a body materialized on the
other end of the arm. It was
large and wore whiskers and a
badge.
The Lieutenant launched into an explanation. Several other bewhiskered gentlemen appeared on the scene and began
to cheer him on with such remarks as, "Where did you put
the gun, rat?" and "What do
you know about the Lindberg
case?"
Bowie gulped twice,
or maybe three times, and
braced himself. He remembered the numberless times he had
heen cheerleader, exhorted a
losing team to get in there and
fight. He began a lengthy and
inspired pep talk. For a mo-

Yeah! I know they've got a bigger
house, a bigger mortgage, and a football captain,
but one of our brothers has a FORD V#8

//

ment the burly gentlemen listened with jaws agape. Then
they closed their mouths, loaded Bowie into the Black Maria,
and headed for Easley.
This story would be much
funnier if wo lied to you and
told you the sad story of Bowie's serving six months at hard
labor. But we can't; news is
news and we can't disgrace an
honorable profession.
Besides
he'll be right out there in front
of everybody leading cheers at
the next football game. It all
really ended very simply. The
sheriff turned out to be an old
Clemson grad with a sympathetic heart. He even took him
back out to the scene of the
tragedy and gave him enough
gas to get to the next station.
He also gave him some sound
advice about looking in tanks
before overhauling motors.
I>t. Bowie swears that he
wasn't a bit nervous over the
thing, but the fact remains that
he didn't discover until the next
morning that he had driven
from Liberty with two flat
tires.

ger Rough Cut
gladI live in a country
where a dime is money

-and where I can get
good pipe tobacco"
THE tobacco which we
believe is best suited
for pipes is used in making
Granger Rough Cut.
It is made by the Wellman
Process, and we believe that
it will compare favorably
with higher priced tobaccos.

... 171

common
package —

We wish, in some way, we
could get every man who smokes
a pipe to just try Granger.

the pipe tobacco that's MILD
the pipe tohacco that's COOL
© 19M,

LIGGETT

&

MYERS TOBACCO CO.

—.JOIKS seem to like it

LIGGETT

&

MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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Kentucky Chalks Up Last Quarter Win Over Tigers
LITTLE TO DELIVER SERIES OF ART TALKS TO
AOGOSTA GLOB: LEGTORES TO BE ILLUSTRATED
Six Speeches to Be Made to
Art Lovers by Local
Professor

To Talk On Art

TO BEGIN OCT. 30TH

C

f

.

*

Professor Sidney W. Little of the
Department of Architecture leaves
for Augusta on O'Ctober 30th to
make the first in a series of lectures
to be delivered, by him before the
Augusta Art Club.
TO RUN SIX MONTHS
The series will be in six parts
given at monthly intervals. The
subjects on which Professor Little
will speak are: Appreciation of Art,
Italian Renaissance, Netherlandish
Painting, The Barbizon School, English Art, and Modern Internationalism.
TO ILLUSTRATE TALKS
The lectures will he illustrated
by slides from the Metropolitan Museum, the Clemson collection, and
also by prints from Little's private
collection. An informal discussion
will follow each talk.
IS ACTIVE ART CLUB
The Augusta Art Club is one of
the largest and most active organizations of its kind in this section
of the country. In addition to mt<
lectures and exhibitions, it sponsors the Augusta Beaux Arts Ball.

BOOK, MISSING FOR 23
YEARS, IS MAILED BACK

Sid Little, Assistant Professor of Architecture at Clemson,
will deliver a series of six lectures to the Augusta Art Club
in Augusta, Georgia.
(Story
in next column.)
The first address will be
made October 30, and the other
five will be given a month
apart.

URLS TO HEAR THEIR
OWN VOICES AS DEAN
MAKES SPEECH DISCS

Strong governments drive men
The Washington and Lee Univerinto artificial lip service to their sity enrollment of 850 this year
slogans.
—Glenn .
contains 23 sets of brothers.

JAMES CAGNEY

President Barnett of the Clemson College Alumni Corporation
has called the fall meeting of
the Corporation to be held at the
Rosemary Tea Room in Columbia, S. C, at seven thirty P. M.
Wednesday Oct. 24.
All old Clemson men, whether
graduates or not are urged to
attend. Those wishing to attend
will please make reservations
with either W. D. Barnett, S. o=
McMeekin both of Columbia, S.
C. or J. H. Woodward, Clemson
College, S. C. Price of dinner,
$1.00 each.

7500 WATCH WILDCATS SCORE SEVEN POINTS ON
NEELYMEN IN CLOSING MINUTES OF TIGHT GAME
Order Of The C

in Warner Brother; Picture, "Here Comes the Navy"

~~-.ijH.-ggm-

Dillard and
McCown Outstanding in Blocking;
Tiger Passing Attack Fails

LINE PLAYS WELL

Chet Wynne's mighty Wildcat
eleven of Kentucky slipped over a
touchdown in the last four minutes
of play to trample a sturdy crew
of Clemson invaders 7-0 on the blue
grass of the Stoll Field Stadium
at Lexington last Saturday.
7500 SEE CONTEST
Ideal football weather tempted
7500 to turn out for one of the
most stubbornly fought grid contests ever held in Derby Land. The
first three quarters of- the fracas
being summed up—a punting duel.
The brilliant field work ■'* Hinson
Carl Bonfils, Adelbert College
and the plucky defensiTe piay of
sophomore, lost his pants the other
Dillard showed up consistently in
night at E. 10 5th Street and Euthe Tiger backfield, while Pritchclid Avenue, second busiest corner
ard and Ayers claim Kentucky's bid
for honors.
in Cleveland.
"Slick" McCown was awardCOHSJL'ANT PENALTIES
He was waiting for a street car
ed the "Order of the C", along
The
game see-saweu witu clock
when 30 young men appeared. He
with Bill Dillard, for outstandworK regularity except lor a bevy
little thought they were Adelbert
ing blocking in the Clemsonof comjjleteu passes WHICH brought
freshmen ,t'or they wore the best
Kentucky grid frac|as up in
the
stands to tneir feet. Constant
of clothes.
Lexington Saturday.
penalties iauect to aid tne Tiger's
PANTS.TORN ASUNDER
Bengal athletic fans will recause all through tne game; how-v
They waded into the sophomore.
call that McCown was one of
tiver Kentucky received a severe
There came the sound of tearing
the leading candidates for the
set-back wnen a long completed
cloth.
They retired, and there,
Jacobs trophy last year.
pass which placed them in touchblushing to the roots of his hair,
down position was called back on
stood Carl Bonfils. The fiends had
an ott-sides play.
removed his trousers.
Kentucky marched out a snappy
Bonfils pulled his sweater down
band between halves whicn spelled
as far as he could. It was quite
out "Hello, Clemson" and presentelastic.
He sighted the Eleventh
ed a good-looking blonde sponsor,
Precinct police station about 150
a real Kaintuckee Kernel.
yards away.
He made it in 8.7
AYERS MAKES ONE
The annual retreat of the Y. M.
seconds according to one witness,
Auld
acquaintances were renewC.
A.'s
and
Y.
W.
C.
A.'s
of
South
which is remarkable when you con
ed,
but
not
until the final marker
Carolina
was
held
at
Camp
Adger,
sider that he had to hold the sweatlocated about ten miles north of did the Wildcats take advantage of
er down with both hands.
Pickens, during the last week-end. a series of breaks resulting from an
FROSH BIT PREMATURE
intercepted pass and push over a
VALUES ARE DISCUSSED
"You lost your pants, eh?" said
The purpose of the retreat was touchdown a la Abie Ayers. The
the alert police.
to assemble the college students of kick was good and the Kentuckians
"I did," replied Bonfils, grimly.
the state who are interested in Y doggedly held their seven-point
"The flag rush is tomorrow.
The work so that they can get spiritual, lead until the final whistle.
frosh are slightly premature." That emotional and social values in stuThe return of Captain Woodward
is the way all sophomores talk.
dying the things of common inter- to the Bengal lineup brightened
Police trousers wouldn't lit the est to all and in the performing of Clemson's prospects for the coming
118-pound soph. Eventually a grour their Y duties on the college cam- Carolina fracas.
of his classmates arrived in a car. pus.
BOTH TEAMS FIGHT
Bonfils walked out with them,
TALKS ARE MADE
The first quarter opened as Kenhead up, sweater down.
Among those who helped solve tucky kicked off to Randy Hinson
many of these problems and gave who was stopped on his own 2 0
talks "were Jim Hardwick and Miss yard stripe. An exchange of punts
MJary Jane Willett, Y secretariats, put the Wildcats in a good scoring
Prof. H. C. Brearley, Rev. J. O. position.
Johnson's incompleted,
Smith, and Roy Cooper of Clemson pass over the hostile goal proved a
College, and Miss Eliza Wardlaw or stimulus to the cadets, and for the
Winthrop College.
remainder of the quarter both teams
NINE SCHOOLS REPRESENTED
put up a rugged front, and repeatThe colleges represented includ- ed passes and off-tackle plays were
ed Winthrop, Carolina, P. C, G. W. broken up consistently.
Clemson
C, Furman, Erskine, Lander, Co- suffered heavily from penalties durlumbia College, and Clemson.
ing the latter part of this period.
The officers for next year are as
MANY TRICK PLAYS
follows: Dink Gaines of Carolina,
With the pigskin on the Tiger's
president; R. C. Commander of 46 yard line in Kentucky's possesClemson,
vice-president;
Minna sion, the second quarter opened
Neussner of Winthrop, secretary with a 'break for the invaders. An
and treasurer.
intercepted pass, a few thrusts at
TEN CLEM|SONIANS ATTEND
the line, a tricky lateral, and a
Clemson students who went to the punt landed the ball in the very
retreat were W. B. McConnell, K. shadow of the Wildcat goal with
W. McGee, J. F. Norris, H. B. Ma- Kentucky's ball. After punting out
lone, R. C. Commander, T. D. Chris- of danger and taking advantage of
topher, R. W. Cureton, P. Q. Lang- Clemson's continued penalties the
ston, S. F. Hardin, and T. S. Blue Grassers took to the air, and
Strange.
as the half ended were perched
alarmingly near the Bengal goal on
STUDENTS FROM MISSOURI
the 20 yard marker.
LOSE FEAR OF "FLUNKING"
DILLARD CHECKS OUT
The second half opened as deStudents at the University of pendable little Bill Dillard received
Missouri may now take out insur- Ayers kick-off and returned the ball
ance against flunking. If the stu- to Kentucky's 43 yard line after
dent flunks, the company gives him evading ten would-be tacklers. Reenough to pay his way through the verting to another punting duel,
summer session.
(Continued on page six)

Pants Stolen
At Busy Site

A hook missing from the law
In the opinion of Dean Virginia
library at Washington and Lee University for 23 years was returned Gildersleeve of Barnard College, the
to the library this year by an un- voices of most girl students are
known person.
very bad, and just to prove It to
In 1911 Vol. 192 of the United
States- Reports disappeared from the them, she is making each one of her
library. Joseph R. Long, then dean charges record her voice on a phonof the law school, after futile ef- ograph record and then listen to it.
forts to find the book, replaced it
PLAN SPEECH CORRECTION
at his own expense.
The dean then expects to have the
SENT FROM N. Y.
girls go about correcting tne unA few days ago Dean W. H. More- pleasant things aDout their speech.
land received the missing hook in
The dean also thinks the manners
a package sent from Staten Island, of college girls are pretty bad.
N. Y.
"Don't grab plates of cake at the
The sender did not sign his tea. Don't elbow your way into an
name.
elevator," she admonished.

See

CLEMSON ALUMNI GROUP
PLAN MEET IN CAPITAL
NEXT WEDNESDAY NIGHT

There's nothing tough about my throat.thafs
why I smoke Old Golds"saysja,»,o

Clemson Men
At YRetreat
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DIRGE NOTE
The affair between Skillet Holt,
enterprising
young
mess-jackei
swindler and the very lovely daughter of a Charlotte department store
tycoon has ended.
Giving mute
testimony to the sad termination
there stands upon Skillet's mantle
an empty picture frame with these
--that the last time he saw Lt. Col. touching lines inscribed within:
"I don't say bottry" Mustard's Sam
Here once she was,
Browne it was draped around the
But now she ain't.
shoulders of an Anderson femme.
And all because
DSCAB SATSI was no saint.
that people in Westminster are
calling iSenior Leland "Itsy Bitsy KISSING BEE
Billy" since that low-country lad
It seems that the eccentric Mr.
"lost" his huttons in that famed William Lippincott is always good
for a paragraph if Chaplin forbears
city.
—1 —OSCAR SAYS
with his blue pencil.
His latest
that "Glasshead" Anderson gets exploit is certainly worthy of note.
quite peeved when people say that Last Friday being his birthday (how
he reminds them of that Floridian many years, how many years) he
flash, Billy Dew, and that he thinks revived an old, American custom,
that Dew is the one who should permitting him to kiss every lady
he met for duration of the day.
be peeved.
He hied off to the Calhoun man.
OSCAR SAYS
that the young lady in the red sion where the ladies of the campus
hills back of Pickens thinks that were holding an exhibition of the
In spite of the
C. A. "Chalmers" McMahon Is just Calhoun silver.
the sweetest boy in the world, hut milling crowd the little professor
that she might change her mind succeeded in placing six hearty
on as many startled dohad she seen him cavorting around smacks
Laurens and Fountain Inn on a wild wagers before he was ejected.
tear this past weekend.
OSCAR

EDITORIAL
WANTED: A COURSE IN PHILOSOPHY

SAYS

-OSCAR SAYS-

HINKING STUDENTS at Clemson are ready for a
course in philosophy! Those persons whose mental
vision can be measured in Angstrom units will naturally wax interrogative, and pop up with "What
has philosophy to do with the curriculum of an A." & M.
school?"
We shall attempt an answer. Let us begin by saying that
from a standpoint of rationalization, rather than one of
inspiration, the scientific student believes that a suitable
method of living is just as important as a suitable method of
making a living. Graduates of technical schools go beyond
restricted subjects. A chemist cannot live altogether in the
realm of isomerism, volumetric flasks, and Hehner values, and
agricultural students must deal with more than black rot,
harrows, and seed hills. Those who finish in textiles must
weave a design for living as well as two-up, two-down twills
and seven harness sateens. The engineer can hardly measure
the stress and strain of life with Hooke's law.
The technical student is not coldly scientific—thank goodness for that! Gazing at a beautiful sunset with its brilliant
flow of color he sees more than a matter of colloidal chemistry. Observing a dipsomaniac groveling in a filthy gutter he
thinks of succor and not of chromosomes.
Things have changed in America. Some features of the
economic scene have been erased and some added. The day
of True Blue Harold's rapid rise from bootblack to banker in
typical Horatio Alger style has gone by the board. The goldpile is no longer Mecca to collegiate pilgrims. Instead of
rapid methods of getting on "Easy Street", thinking undergraduates want some help in the formulation of serviceable
answers to the whys and wherefores of life and its complexities.
The college graduate of today has to step into a world
that seethes with unrest. With Sarajevo only 20 years off the
map of Europe is again spotted with blood. The raising of
Hitler's hand brings militaristic roars from thousands of
throats. In Italy Mussolini is trying to play the part of Neitzche's superman, and brazenly admits as much. Even the
United States—the most liberal of all nations—has its share
of disease, strikes, and corruption.
With his future bristling with question marks the undergraduate who expects to be happy in a world that surrounds
him with its restlessness should leave college with more than
a knowledge of the square root of four.
We realize that philosophy is a matter of the individual.
But we also realize that the works of philosophic predecessors
should be offered for acceptance, criticism, or rejection.
Of the powers-that-be we ask for a course in philosophy
at Clemson.

__that Bob Martin was ready to
strike out for Atlanta, but that girl
didn't get the new sport coupe so
he went elsewhere.
-OSCAR SAYS-

that it seems that Jim Sanders
lost the key to the frai rooms during intermission Friday night.
.
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that Sammie Page is quite reticent about his actions up at Cedar
Mountain last Saturday and Sunday, and he is willing to bet that
Sammie has turned over a new
leaf.

OCTOBER

FRATERNITIES
The recent Inter-fraternity Ball
amounted to official recognition tor
the social fraternities which have
existed sub rosa for so many years.
The four active ones, Kappa Pni,
Alpha Chi Psi, Sigma Phi, and Sigma Epsilon have been more or less
openly operating since 1930, but
heretofore
the
authorities
nave
simply looked in the other direction.
Perhaps. a bit of history
wouldn't be amiss here.
Two of them, Kappa Phi and Sigma Phi, were founded in 1921.
Several were started before, only

to go out of existence. Greek letter frats were forbidden in South
Carolina by a state legislation which
was repealed in 1928. At that time
a vote was taken as to whether or
not fraternities were 10 allowed on
the campus. The Corps voted that
locals could continue to exist, but
that nationals were taboo.
Sentiment was so strong against frat
men at that time that none or the
organizations dared show its head
until 1930 when Kappa Phi published a page in the annual.
At
about this time Sigma Epsilon and
Alpha Chi Psi were formed. Today
the four clubs are active and accepted.
Much of the old bitterness has died out and an underclassman is n\o longer afra^a to
wear his pin on the calnpus. The
question which has intermittently
reared its head for the past six
years is again being noised about:
Is Clemson ready for national social fraternities?
DRILL NOTE
One of our new corporals took
over his squad for the first time
last Friday and discovered that he
was really a military genius.
At
first he was nervous and Bis commands faltered.
As he ran his
squad about he got louder and snappier.
He drilled his squad for 15
minutes without a rest, listening
happily to the ringing tones of his
voice. At last he gave the sweating
men, "at ease".
A droopy rear
rank private remarked, "Corporal,
the trouble with you is you're drunk
with your own power."
THIS WEEK'S
OUTSTANDING CADE*
Cadet W. M. Stribling who weaved up in time for inspection without noticing that the front of his
blouse was covered with a thick
layer of lipstick.

OSCAR SAYS

that Sammie "I'm a darned good
cheerleader, even if I'm on the
drum and bugle corps" Dean is
getting to be a man of the world,
judging from his arm actions a
few days ago.
OSCAR SAYS

__that he wonders what "Bromo"
brought back in that little brown
bag from Ashmore's Pharmacy last
Thursday, and how much of it
there was.
-OSCAR SAYS-

—that he almost fainted when that
G. W. C. product, Genette "darling" Reeves, gushed, "Sir, I have
no money; I have only feminine
charms." (Afterthought: glad someone thinks so).
OSCAR SAYS

,

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
IS COLLEGE IN NAME ONLY
AVERS DAILY PUBLICATION
This may sound like a confession,
but it was probably intended for a
"pep-talk" for students at Northwestern University.
However, it
contains some common sense, and it
might be applied to a good many
colleges and universities. We quote
(Mm the DAILY NORTHWESTERN:

that George
C. Warren, busy
"Out here we look like a unibusiness manager of this rag, did versity, but we function likje a
not seem to like the idea of that country club. We are a bit afraid
"long-necked" soph rushing his girl to think, oecause it is so much
at the dance Friday, and that love easier to dance. Intellectually, we
must be a grand and glorious feel- are walking in our sleep. We are
ing.
more concerned with stunts than we
OSCAR SAYS
are with education. We are a uni—that once All-state "Slick" Mc- versity of prodigies, championships,
Cown says he has been1 seeing his beauty queens, circuses, night clubs,
picture in the papers for 12 years proms, frolics and church supportnow, and that he has really gotten ers.
Educationally, we aren't so
to the point where he doesn't much much, but as promoters and publicicare if his likeness is ever again ty hounds we do pretty well.
We
carried in the public prints. (Sez have been getting by on our beautiSlick).
ful lake shore, basking serenely in
OSCAR SAYS
the protection of the four-mile limit.
__that Bettie, another one of those As a finishing school we rate highinmates at the GfWC Zoo, seemed lyto have the situation "Wells" in
hand at the terpsichorean tilt FriSTUDENT EVOLVES BRIEF
day.
"DOCTRINE" DEFINITION
OSCAR SAYS

NEWBERRY PAPER PUBLISHES
RULES ABOUT COED WRITING
The Newberry INDIAN recently
published a set of rules for writing
to a co-ed.
Briefly the rules are
as follows:
1. Don't get too personal with
one co-ed; remember that your letter will probably be little less than
a bulletin board.
2. Get in the right mood for the
kind of letter you want to write.
3. Never answer a co-ed's letter; always make her answer yours.
4. Use college stationery—She
likes for the other girls to know
that she hears from a "college
man".
5. TRY to keep a co-ed guessing.
The last rule is supposedly most
important, but according to THE
INDIAN, "trying" is as far as you
will ever get.
CITABEL INSTITUTES ROGUES
GALLERY FOR 4TH YEAR MEN
Beginning with the last issue,
THE BULLDOG has a new department or column known as "Senior
Rogues Gallery".
In each Issue,
several seniors' pictures will appear
along with a summary of each cadet's activities.

that he thinks that "Long C."
On a recent quiz at some instiTripplett is going to throw that tution of higher learning, students
Most of the entering students at
giraffe-like neck out of joint at re- were asked to give a brief statethe University of Wisconsin are
treat one of these nights.
ment of the Monroe Doctrine. One younger this year than In yeai'3
(Continued on page five)
student wrote, "Scram, foreigners." gone by, the University reports.
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IE TiGER

OF MICHIGAN COACH
PALMETTO ROLL BOOK ~ U. FINDS
PLAYER'S NAME
DIFFICULT TO LEARN
TO BE INGBEASED BY
If ever you catch Coacn Harry
engaged in something that
FORTY-SEVEN TONITE Kipke
looks like studying, chances are ne
p

t

Officers of Literary Society
Chosen at Last Meeting
Induction of 47 initiates into the
Palmetto Literary Society will nil
the bill for the meeting tonight In
the society room at eight o'clock.
MORE OFFICERS ELECTED
Election of members to fill out
the incomplete list of officers took
place at the last meeting, the following /being elected: Literary Critic, E. A. McCarter; Corresponding
Secretary, M. C. Chapman; Chaplain, E. D. Wells; and Sergeant-atArms, W. O. Cain.
Contrary to
usual procedure, the Literary Critic wae not elected from the senior
class; a junior holds the position
this quarter.
R. W. Jenkins rendered jokes as
part of the program for the meeting
last Thursday. F. S. Harain gave
a resume of several news features
of current interest to complete the
program for the evening.

V

*

I*

•

will be busy memorizing the name
of his big University of' Michigan
sophomore end, Mat Patanelli.
FORGOT THE NAME
The other day Kipke was pointing to members of his squad lined
up before a motion picture camera,
and was describing them into the
sound equipment.
He was going
along well until he came to Mat
Patanelli.
He couldn't remember
his name. He said something like
"a-a-a-ah" under his breath, and
ended up loudly with "Elkhart, Indiana."
AND HE APOLOGIZED
Later a corerction was made in
the movie, and Kipke marched up
to make his apologies.
"All I could think of was spaghetti," he blushed.

Oscar Says

(Continued from page iour)

—that Thomas Henry Babb is still
writing with wim, wigor, and witality, to the Fort McClellan flame
of his down in Tallapoosa, Alabama,
and that the snapshot he received
several days ago has still got him
groggy.
^j
-OSCAR SATS-

-_that "Little Zilch" Huckabee pretends that he doesn't like to be
introduced as "Doctor" but that he
knowe that Huck is tickled pink
at the title.
.

OSCAR SATS

—that "Duck" Allison sent a card
from the Tau Beta convention in
N. Y. saying that they had run out
of red paint, and were using blue
instead.
-OSCAR SAYS-

__that he wonders where our old
pal, Dynamite, isi and what she is
doing.
OSCAR SAYS

--that Ben Harris says that he does
There are two things about which not mind riding in the fog when P.
I know nothing—International af- E. "LifeM Bowie is at the wheel
fairs and economics.
of that old—very old—reliable T—Adolf Hitler Model.
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CAMEL CARAVAN SENDS
"~
CaRGO Of NEW TALfcNT
OVER COLUMBIA ETHER

URTON FILLS PULPIT
AT EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Walter O'Kcefe, Annette Hanoka w and 'leu Husing leau the arStudents in Charge of Services
ray of new uiient presented by the
During Absence of
Camel Caravan on its new twice-aSatterlee
«eek broadcast luesday and Thursday evenings.
In the absence of Rev. Capers
Glen Gray's Casa Loma OrchesSatterlee, the Episcopal students of
tra, famous college prom band, ana
Clemson carried on the midday serfeature of the Caravan snow last vice last Sunday.
season, appears again with the O'ATTENDING CONVENTION
Keefe-Husing-Hanshaw combination.
Rev. Satterlee is in Atlantic City
EIGHTY-STATION HOOKUP
attending a religious convention.
The half-hour Caravan broadcast In his place he has delegated a
will go on the air over a hookup of group of students to take charge
the Columbia Broadcasting System for two Sundays.
comprising more than 80 stations—
PROF. BURTON SPEAKS
Tuesday at 10 P. M., Eastern StanA talk was given by Prof. W. W.
dard Time, clear across the country; Burton. Cadets H. T. Malone and
Thursdays at 9 P. 'Ml. in the East, Richard Darby carried on the re8 P. M., Central Time, and reach- mainder of the service with the
ing the Rocky Mountains and the assistance of a large group of caPacific at 9:30 and 8:30 through a dets which formed the choir.
Dr. E. W . Sikes will talk at the
rebroadcast.
student-conducted service next Sunday at eleven-thirty o'clock.
We are on the upgrade again,
but the question is, who is going
Split infinitives and dangling parto get the benefit of the upturn?
ticiples are not the greatest of sins.
—Max Lerner
—Dean Robert Kilburn Root

RICHARD VOIGTLANDER '38, says:"Studying electrical engineering takes as much out of
me as the hardest physical effort you'd put into
an active outdoor sport. I'm a Camel smoker.
The harder I work the more I like to smoke, because Camels help me to keep alert and full of
*pep.' I enjoy Camel's milder flavor, and they
never frazzle my nerves."

You will like this delightful way of "turning on" your flow
of energy. Whenever you feel "played out," try this convenient
way of ironing out fatigue and increasing your energy: Light a
Camel. Soon you will enjoy a definite "lift"... an upturn in
cnergy...and in good spirits. Smoke Camels all you wish. Camels
are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS and
never interfere with healthy nerves.

Copyright, 1934.
B. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company
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Hamburgers, High Divers, Midway, 7500 WATGH WILDCATS
Carolina Game Await Clemsonites SCORE ON TIGER TEAM
BY "SKILLET" HOLT
Ladeez and gentlemen! Tlie
Professor weel now-ow unuertake the most magneeficent,
stupendous, colossal, death-aefying performance of all timeHe will now-ow dive three-ee
hundred and thirtee-three feet
into a wet rag! O. K. Professor! On with the Fair!
WE GO TO COLUMBIA
Gentlemen, the gigantic Midway of the century will yawn
its greatness the night of October 24, and receive with open
arms (and itching palms) tne
Clemson Corps of Cadets as
they storm the Columbian poultry yard of the fightin' Gamecock. The Soutli Carolina state
fair, host to the Tiger regiment for half a century, will
again be the scene of tne annual U. S. C.-Clemson gridiron
scrap as the two institutes
"square-off" next Thursday for
the South's most bitter battle.
The Corps takes off Wednesday for the capitol city for tne
hilarious
four-day
furlough
(without arms) of the year.
The Fair is the Fair, ana years
from now it will still be the
Fair ,each one a trifle more
glorious than its predecessor.
Gone are the days when the
school picked up lock, stock,
and barrel and encamped on the
race track! Gone are the days

IN LAST FEW MINUTES

when a horde of super-military
Kaydcts held fair 'Columbia
at bay with fixed bayonets, but
Fair Week is still the time when
a Rat forgets he's a Rat, and a
Sophomore. Oh, well:
"STEP RIGHT UP, FOLKS"
Some loyal Clemson souls
will visit the exhibits showing
the great strides in agriculture
taken in the State, others will
be drawn into the chaotic
swirl of the Mid-way—the beeoo-tiful dancing lady, the Herculean str-rong mon, and wizards from Mars, and the colossal caravan of complicated
and dislocated individuals, all
fer ten cenls—wan dime—wan
tinth of a dollah!
Step right
up, gents! Hey! Hey!
CLEMSON TIGERS READY
Game time, however, will find
a roaring crew of Tiger men
right there in the brand new
stadium for the real show, the
best of all! 1200 strong Behind a fighting machine of 11
purple and gold huskies, will
die ten thousand deaths before
the final whistle ends another
Carolina game. So, young man
pack up your troubles, blueslips, demerits, and skates an'
hit the well-worn trail to the
State Fair, the time of times
for every Clemson man!

both teams put their forward waiis
to the acid test. Randy Hinson,
masked in a special helmet to protect a broken nose, was the shining
light in the Tiger offense while Bob
Pritchard tantalized Clemson's defense to the core.
Harry Snore,
general handy-man on the Tiger
squad, turned in a steady day's
work front hie latest position at
guard, while Kissam and alternatecaptain Fellers nobly guarded the
flanks. Ruppert, McClurg, Potter,
and Nevers made Kentucky proua
of their performance in the line,
while Al Yarborough, Black, and
Brown dug deep in the Clemson
first line of defense.
SCORE IN 4TH QUARTER
The heart-ache of the afternoon
occurred late in the fourth quarter.
An intercepted pass placed Kentucky on their own 45.
Led by
Ayers, the Wildcat crew marched
to Clemson's 8 yard stripe via the
air and sweeping flank attacks.
Pritchard did the deed and bounced off tackle for the only touchdown of the game. Ayers toppeu
off a great afternoon's work by
booting the pigskin through the uprights for the extra point. The Kentuckians tenaciously held their margin of victory until the nnai -whistle.

LET'S BEAT CAROLINA

LET'S BEAT CAROLINA

(Continued from page three)

Try Our Fountain

TRAINS AUTO CO,

GRAYS INC.

Phone 8633

|
|

Night 8663

Columbia, South Carolina

TRREE BIG EVENTS

STATE FAIR,
THANKSGIVING,
CHRISTMAS
Look your best by buying a new Sport Suit from

HOKE SLOAN

All New Merchandise Up-to-date
Best shoes in town—Only well-known brands carried
JUNIORS and SENIORS, use your ROTC CREDIT

HOKE SLOAN'S
*,

When In Columbia
Eat At The

METROPOLITAN CAFE
1520 Main St.

Columbia, S. C.
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COMPLIMENTS

OF

Clemson College Laundry
m
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/£$Z£ pet&fc
.L/uckies are round, Luckies are
firm, Luckies are fully packed
with only the clean center leaves —these are the
"It's toasted"

1934

Sodas—Cigars—Candies
Phone 9157
1333 Main St.

"" s. W^

V Tour throat protection — against irritation—against cough

18,

Compliments of

Columbia -o- So. Car.

|

OCTOBER

mildest leaves—they cost more —they taste better.
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CORPS TO ATTEND THE
STATE FAIR AS USUAL

PAGE SEVEN

SPORTS
Contending that even winners of
the Nobel Prize would toe excluded
from teaching in many o£ the nation's high schools because of the
system of qualifications that has
been set up, the American Chemical Society has appointed a special
committeee to study this, which
it terms "a dangerous situation."

CLEMSON FAVORED IN
TILT WITH GAMECOCKS
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ALL RIGHT!

LET'S GO TO THE FAIR

THE STUDENT GLEANERS

S;
!«
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KEEP IMPROVING
Beginning with P. C. and continuing with Georgia Tech, Duke,
and Kentucky on successive weekends in the order named, the Tigers have played improved football
in every game until at present they
lave the best gridiron machine
seen here at Clemson since Jess
Neely took over the destinies of the
Bengals four years ago.
They played their greatest game
against Kentucky last weekend, and
they did it without the services of
Croxton and Troutman, two of the
most outstanding linemen on the
Tiger team, who were out of the
game due to injuries.
CONFIDENT
Although the Neelymen have
not won a game since their opening contest, their improved
performances in every engagement have given the Tigers a
self-confidence never
before
equaled by a team which had
not been winning every game it
played. The cadets and Tiger
supporters, too, are a confident
group, and when the ClemsonCarolina game is being discussed, they agree instantly that

it's not a matter of who will
win, but how much will the
Bengals beat the Gamecocks.
TIGERS' YEAR
For three years the gray-clad
boys from Fort Hill have followed
their team to Columbia to meet the
South Carolinians, and for three
years the Tigers have returned on
the short end of the score.
But
this is another year, a year in whicn
the Bengals have been playing a
brand of football that makes.. any
team in the state quake when it
remembers that the Tigers are listed on its schedule. The Neelymen
are determined to bring the "Chicken" from Columbia this year.
LAST CHANCE
The Senior members of the
team will be playing their last
game against the Gamecocks,
and this will be then' last
chance for a win over them.
These boys came to Clemson
when Neely did, and they have
yet to get a decision over Laval's eleven, so they will be
putting forth almost superhuman efforts in their attempt
for a victory over the Carolinians, and we believe they'U
get it too.
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Printed
Lithographed
CLEMSON COLLEGE
MAIN BUILDING
60 Sheets Paper
60 Sheets Paper
24 Envelops
25 Envelopes
Special at 44c
$1.25 Value for 85c
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VISIT

OUR

TOASTED SANDWICHES

SODA
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TIGER STATIONERY
24 Sheets Paper
24 Envelopes
25c

FOUNTAIN
CAKES
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(Continued from page one)

My advice is, don't worry.
—John D. Rockefeller

SPECIAL

T
7

PROF. WILLIS SPEAKS CLEMSON GRIDSTERS
SET FORfromRIRD
GAME
AT TEXTILE MEETING (Continued
page one)
CONTRIBUTES SUGGESTIONS
Mr. Franklin W. Hobbs, chairman of the Textile Foundation, Inc.,
attended the entire meeting ana
contributed many worthwhile suggestions. The following topics were
■discussed informally:
Uniformity in Course Nomenclature—By C. H. Eames, Lowell Textile Institute.
Preparation of Suitable Teaching
Material and Handling of Records
—By H. H. Willis, Clemson Textile
School.
The Need for New Text Books—
By J. H. Handford, New Bedford
Textile School.
Trade and Public Reaction to Educational Report—By W. D. Fales,
Rhode Island School of Design.
Textile School Traditions and
their Adaption to Modern Demands
—By E. W. France, Philadelphia
Textile School.
Textile Schools Abroad—By T.
Nelson, Textile School of N. C.
State.
Extension Courses—I By C. A.
Jones, A. French Textile School,
Georgia Tech.
What May be Done toward Adopting 'Recommendations of the Feiker
Report—By H. W. Nichols, Bradford Durfee Textile School.
How to Encourage Closer Relationship and cooperation Between
Schools and Textile Executives—
By E. W. Camp, Textile School of
Alabama Polytechnic Institute.
What More May be Done for
Graduates—By C. D. Brandt, Textile School of Texas Technological
College.
Research in Textile Schools—By
J. B. Bagley, Textile Department,
Texas State College.

Clemson College Stationery

drills, to let them rest up from the
strenuous Kentucky trip Of last
weekend. By the 25th tne Tiger
pack should be primed, and ready
for the fracas with the always alert
Gamecock on "Big Thursday" of
State Fair.
Worry has reached proportions
which make it as formidable a foe
as many of the death-dealing plagues of the past.
—Dr. Frank Branen
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JUST RECEIVED FRESH SHIPMENT OF THE FAMOUS
MARTHA WASHINGTON CANDIES
One-Half Pound 45c -o- One Pound 85c -o- Two Pounds $1.70

COMPLETE

LINE

GREETING

CARDS

FOR ALL OCCASIONS
BIRTHDAY CARDS
SYMPATHY CARDS
For Mother, Dad, SweetGET WELL CARDS
heart or Friend
CONGRATULATION CARDS
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P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Otticial College Book and Supply Store
PHONE 75

CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.
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EVOLUTION
THE AMPHIBIANS AND FISHES ARE

CLOSELV UNITED BV THE LEPID05IREN

|l IN THE CLASS OF MAMMALS,THE
E^w > £ /T\ STEPS ARE NOT
Ol FFICUL.T- - J~~~\ - - SO ON

AND NATURALISTS LONG DI5PUTED
IN WHICH-ETC

EVOLUTION IN SMOKING TOBACCO
THE HIGHEST STAGE <N THE
EVOLUTION OF 5M0KIN6 ToBACCO

-PRINCF ALBERT/

AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!
U NTIL you have smoked Prince Albert, you will never know
just how good your pipe can taste. Prince Albert has mildness.
It has flavor. And an exclusive process removes all the " bite."
Give your pipe a fair chance — get a big, red tin of Prince
Albert and see foryourself justwhatpipe smoking can mean!

NINCE ALBERT
— THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE!
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ROMAN PLAYS AT BIG
Dance Dates PROMINENT FIGURES
INTER-FRAT AFFAIR Announced
ON CAMPUS PREDICT
(Continued from page one)
Below is a tentative schedule
of the major dances to be held
WIN OVER CAROLINA
SIX NO-BREAKS HELD
at Clemson during the 1934(Continued from page one)
A goodly number of the young
ladies present were at a well-renowned Clemson frolic for the first
time and from all appearances the
joint fraternity ball went over extremely well. Six no-breaKs, one of
which was a special for the "interfrats", were enjoyed during the evening.
ENJOY SOCIAL GATHERING
Before the dance and during the
intermission at midnight, members
of the four local fraternities and
their dates enjoyed a social gettogether at the cluorooms.

3 5 season as announced last
night by Prank Rhodes, president of the C. D. A.
The schedule is subject to
any change6 the C. D. A. finds
advisable or plausible.
The tentative schedule is:
Fall Festival
November 9
Autumn Ball
November 29
Block "C"
December 19
Mid-Winters
January 25, 26
Military Ball
February 29
Soph. Ball
March 15
Taps Ball
April 12
Junior-Senior
May 10
Finals
May 31, June 1, 3

FROSH FOOTBALLERS
DETAILED PLANS MADE
READY
FOR
BIDDIES
(Continued, from page one)
FOR(Continued
AGRICULTURAL
F
from page one)
work.
His
cularly, has
order.

passing work, partibeen of the highest

SEXTET OF JUNIORS
TAPPED BY PHI PSI
(Continued from page one)

containing interesting data that coucerne the dairy industry at large.
PTobably one of the most effective exhibits will be that of the
Horticultural department. It will
be made up of displays or fruits,
nuts, seeds, vegetables, flowers and
ornamental plans, and
materials
used in landscape designing.

ing; due to the nearness or the
State fair holidays the first degree
will not be administered until two
weeks hence.
TO LAST 3 WEEKS
"The period of informal initiation will extend for three weeks,"
said H. A. Webb, president of the
organization, in a statement made ♦♦♦
today.

Doctor Daniel: I expect to see
cne of the finest games the two
teams have ever played, with Clemson coming out on top.
Jake Woodward: Both teams are
in "tip-top" form and you may expect the best battle ever fought at
the State Fair.
John Lane: Clemson will win.
Dr. McCollum: I think we'll beat
the Gamecocks at least two touchdowns.
Coach Homer: The game will be
a toss-up. Carolina has the best
punter which should give them the
edge.
Floopy Dunlap: Let's kick the
dope bucket aside and show the
Gamecocks the toughest and most
determined band of Tigers ever to
dig cleats in the gridiron classic.
Dean Willis: The determination
and team work which the Clemson
team has shown in its other games
this season will win the ClemsonCarolina game.
Mr. Little John: The Thursday of
fair week is going to be Clemson's
day.
LET'S BEAT CAROLINA

GET READY FOR FAIR WEEK!
SEND YOUR UNIFORMS TO

T

t

PIKE'S DRY GLEANERS

1:

:!

♦;♦

Those who do the routine things
and nothing more do not get much
out of life.
—Rev. A. Gladstone Finnie
Man is as parasitic as any fungus.
—George W. Gray
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Treat yourself to the Best
and you won't be disappointed. "Y" Barber Shop

BAILEY & KAY

TIEER SERVICE STATION

Thains Electric

TEXICO PRODUCTS

GARAGE

More Mile at No Extra Cost
COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE

SCOTTY'S MESSERY
FRESH SANDWICHES
Cooked While You Wait

WHY GO all over Columbia

1310 Taylor St.

SSKHBlllllllHlilBliasilBiiaBBlllHllBBiBBJ
Compliments of

The Savoy Cate
1327 Main St.

trying to find your friends af-

Columbia

Columbia
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game between

CaroCompliments of

lina and Clemson?
Have them meet you at the

THE DESOTO HOTEL
Columbia, South Carolina
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Jefferson Hotel
hatter Box

SEE "SNOZ" DOBSON
For Your

TAILORED SDIT
Representing

Contact "BILL" WILLIAMS
When you need Flowers

SCHAEFER TAILORING CO.
Room 625

air enou
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FROM time to time we tell you facts
about Chesterfield Cigarettes.
We say that Chesterfields are different
from other cigarettes—that the tobaccos
are different, the paper is different, and
the way they are made is different.
Everything that modern Science knows

about or that money can buy is used in
; making Chesterfield a milder, better-tasting cigarette—a cigarette that Satisfies.
You can prove what we
tell you about Chesterfield^
May we ask you to try them
—that would seem to be fair enough.
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the cigarette that's MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
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MONDAY
WEDNESDAY
SATURDAY
ROSA
NINO
GRETE
PONSELLE
MARTINI
STUECKGOLD
KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
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